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	Forum or Committee: ILA Annual Conference Committee
	Report completed by: Heidi Knuth
	Text9: 11/1/21
	Activities underway or completed: We met and discussed possible themes and settled on "At The Heart Of It" as an overarching phrase that could include the three topics of renewal/community/connection that kept emerging across all the proposed slogan ideas. 

Committee members attended and observed the current year's conference where ILA president Jeanne Hamilton announced the theme for 2022.

We created a shortlist of speakers for the keynote and the president's program. 

We also began discussing subcommittee roles and assignments but don't have those set yet. 

Logo designs have been submitted and we are in the process of refining those to fit the vision/theme of the conference. 


	Projected activities: Finalizing speakers, particularly for the Opening Session and the President's Session. 
Contacting library partners and ILA groups for submissions (ILAYSF for example)
Finalize call for program proposals, speaker support form, and speaker scholarship form--get everything ready for the call for proposals and the forms and contracts necessary so that those can go out in December. 

	Questions or concerns: none at this time


